ROOF & CAMPING
4x4’s have allowed us to reach some of the most
unique and breathtaking locations on Earth. But why
drive on by when your vehicle has the ability to be a
home away from home.
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ROOF RACKS

FRONT RUNNER ROOF RACKS
The ability to carry that extra bit of gear makes roof racks an essential vehicle accessory for any offroad
adventurer. Front Runner has a roof rack solution for pretty much any vehicle with factory issued roof rails
Front Runner has a roof rack solution for pretty much any vehicle with
factory issued roof rails. We didn’t want to limit the convenience of our
product range to the extreme 4x4 adventurer and have thus created
a roof rack mounting system that brings the world of Front Runner
products to the avid camper and explorer.
LIGHT & VERSATILE
The Strap-On Foot Set is constructed of lightweight components, which
allows for the mounting of the Front Runner Slimline II Roof Rack, to a
wide variety of vehicles making its use over different makes and models
highly versatile.
WHY THE STRAP ON FOOT SET?
The Strap-On Foot Set allows you to mount the Front Runner Slimline II
Roof Rack to many vehicles with factory issued roof rails. This gives you

the freedom to choose over 25 other roof rack accessories that Front
Runner supplies and opens up opportunities for new storage methods
and safer traveling. Front Runner’s innovative roof rack products and
accessories make taking a road trip safe, secure, simple and organised.
HOW IT WORKS
Front Runner has designed a bolt on extrusion that is connected to the
strap-on mechanism. It is bolted between the slats of the Slimline II
Roof Rack. The strap then wraps around your vehicle’s roof rails and is
then tightened. A barrel lock secures your roof rack from being removed
without the key. Added bonus: NO drilling required. At all!
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SLIMLINE II
DUAL CAB BED KIT

This Slimline II rack kit contains the Slimline II
tray (1425mm x 1358mm), (2) Tracks, (4) Dual
Cab Bed Legs that fit into the Tracks and a Wind
Deflector.
This kit creates a full size rack that sits above a
dual cab bed.

SLIMLINE II FULL RACK
FOOT RAIL

This vehicle specific custom foot and rail
combination, designed in style with the modern
lines and contours of the Disco 3/ LR3 and Disco
4/LR4, secures the Slimline II Roof Rack Tray to
the vehicle.

SLIMLINE II FULL RACK
RAIL MOUNT

This full size Slimline II rack kit contains the
Slimline II tray, wind deflector and Front Runner’s
custom vehicle specific rails that mount the
Slimline II tray to your 2005+ Hilux Dual Cab.

This high strength combo not only looks great, it
is easy to install.
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SMART GEAR FOR THE WORLD’S TOUGHEST ADVENTURES

SMART GEAR FOR THE WORLD’S TOUGHEST ADVENTURES

ROLA ROOF RACKS

ROOF & CAMPING

Rola’s mission is to help you on your adventure - providing you with
the right products to let you get out there and enjoy your passion.
Whether it’s surfing, cycling, camping, or for your trade, Rola’s range of
roof racks and related accessories have been designed to provide years of
enjoyable use.
Rola has been part of the Australian sporting and leisure landscape since
the early 1980’s, created out of need by a Sydney windsurfer to carry his
equipment. Rola has evolved into one of Australia largest a roof rack and
vehicle accessory equipment companies, with our brand being proudly
exported to the US market.
At Rola, we believe a roof rack should be strong, light and goodlooking, be available to fit the widest range of vehicles, and carry
loads in an aerodynamic way. Rola Roof Racks are custom designed
for each individual vehicle. This guarantees a perfect fitment without
compromise. Rola continue to produce stylish roof racks, with low profile
curved black crossbar to compliment your vehicles design.

ROLA ROOF RACKS

ACCESSORIES

STRAPS & TIE DOWNS

Rola roof racks are designed specifically for each
vehicle so you can be confident that the rack you
buy will not only look great, it will also have a
safe and secure fitment.

For over 30 years Rola has continually developed
their range of accessories to help you on your
adventure.

For use with a variety of roof racks and
accessories, Rola offers a range of cargo securing
straps and tie-downs to ensure your equipment
and cargo is secured safely.

Made from light yet strong materials, the
engineers at Rola have spent hours testing and
validating each and every vehicle fitment to
ensure maximum load carrying capacity.
Available in sports and heavy duty options,
there is a Rola rack to help you with whatever
adventure you’re on.

Rola offer a range of accessories including Water,
Snow, Cycling, Luggage Pods, Cargo Carrying,
Cargo Securing, and Trade & Heavy Duty.
Each accessory has been designed and tested for
Australian conditions so you can be assured they
will carry your equipment and cargo safely and
securely. With new products constantly being
developed there is a Rola accessory to help you
with whatever adventure you’re on.

Available with Cambuckle, Ratchet or standard
hook attachments, there’s a Rola strap or tie
down for any need.
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CAMPING ACCESSORIES

FEATHER-LITE ROOF TOP TENT

ROOF & CAMPING

A 1.3m wide roof top tent that is 2.4m long when unfolded. The super low 200mm profile reduces wind
resistance. The Feather-Lite is the lowest profile roof top tent on the market and only weighs 40kg.
■ Sleeps 2+ comfortably.
■ Opens in one smooth motion for an instant bedroom.
■ Lighter than all the other comparable roof top sleeping solutions on the
market today, weighing only 40kg.
■ Includes a mattress, all you need to do is add sleeping bags and pillows.
■ Unobstructed views out of all windows.
■ Zippered privacy panels on all windows and doors.
■ Retractable, sturdy aluminium ladder with foot friendly treads
■ Manufactured with a special Oxford tent fabric (400D) -- a strong,
breathable, mould resistant, waterproof, PVC coated, heavy duty polycotton.
■ The tent is mounted to an aluminium base that is insulated to keep the
cold out.
■ No need to install additional extrusions as it comes standard with an
aluminium extrusion for securing the optional shower skirt.

■ An easily removable HD fly-sheet cover (made from 200D Oxford
weatherproof fabric) offers shade during the day, decreased
condensation in the morning, and the ability to leave the windows open
when it’s raining.
■ The windows and door privacy panels zip closed upwards, so that
the size of the opening can be adjusted according to privacy needs or
weather conditions.
■ The windows and door are screened so they can be opened or closed
without letting insects in.
■ A roof ventilator opening with a mosquito screen reduces condensation
while providing a steady source of ventilation.
■ Two interior pockets to store gear as well as overhead Velcro loops that
could be used for to hang lights and other items.
■ Can be mounted on most vehicles to open out over the rear or to open
over either side of the vehicle.

■ Tent rails are supplied loose to give you flexibility, which allows you to
mount the tent onto most load bars and roof racks.
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OPPOSITE LOCK AWNING
Easy to install and raise, the Opposite Lock Awning is busting with features
for use in a casual picnic or they can be turned into a full scale housing for
the tribe.
They come in 1.4m, 2.0m and 2.5m lengths, with the options of khaki or
camo pattern tops. Opposite Lock awnings also have optional upgrades
for mosquito netting sides, as well as fully enclosed canvas sides to create
a shelter from the elements or to even use for camping.
All Opposite Lock awnings have a 5v LED lighting strip built into the
interior housing for night time illumination, they also come with mounting
brackets and a tool kit for a hassle free install.
On top of all that, they’re waterproof and UV protected and come sealed
safely in a heavy duty nylon reinforced PVC bag!

CAMPING ETIQUETTE

The number one reason government bodies use in reply to Unlock
Australia’s track opening submissions is rubbish. Yep, and I know after a
lifetime of travelling the bush that most of us Aussies love our country so
much taking our rubbish with us is second nature anyway. But there are a
few mugs out there capable of spoiling it for the rest of us so it’s always a
good habit to ‘over clean’ your camp, take any extra garbage out with you
too. It sets a great example for the kids and shows how much you love your
country.
If you’ve made your way to Opposite Lock there’s a fair chance you’re
already an experienced camper but for those who are just starting out
here’s a few more tips for guaranteed happiness. If there’s no toilets, walk
a long way away before digging a hole and make sure to bury everything
OK? Nothing worse than poo tickets blowing in the breeze!
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make this forgivable! But in every other sense if you’re sharing a camping
ground the best policy is to stay happy, stay friendly and use a whole lot of
patience dealing with others. After all, camping time is relaxing time, leave
the agro behind and you’re sure to have a wonderful time.
Oh. the biggest tip??? Treat the wife like a Princess when you’re in the
bush. Yep, do the cooking, get the kids to do the dishes and make sure
you’ve got her favourite refreshment nicely chilled in the fridge. Then make
sure you’ve got a really comfortable mattress and an extra warm sleeping
bag for her and give her the pillow too OK?
Because that way you’ll make sure she’s always as eager as you to head
bush! Hey, it works for me…

If you’ve got a generator use it for half an hour or so morning and evening
to charge batteries that then power your lights or fridges for the rest of
the time. It’s more economical and more efficient to do briefer engine
runs than one long one and of course, if there are other campers nearby
chances are they won’t want to hear your generator buzzing away for long
either!
I guess my number one personal bummer is people who walk through
other people’s campsites. The world would have to be pretty crowded to
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UTE ACCESSORIES

ABS CANOPIES

UTE ACCESSORIES

Secure your offroad gear with an Opposite Lock,
Australian made ABS Canopy for your Dual Cab Ute.
Opposite Lock canopies are built using a single sheet of thick ABS
– there are no joins or welds. ABS is also UV stable. After forming,
Opposite Lock Canopies are trimmed and painted robotically,
resulting in exacting precision and an A-Class OEM-grade finish.
■ Body formed from a single sheet of capped ABS that’s robotically
trimmed and painted
■ Quick and easy fitment, with detailed instructions and all hardware
and fixings included
■ Interior lighting, with a vehicle-specific ‘Plug and Play’ wiring
harness for quick installation
■ High mounted strut points for full opening access
■ A combination sliding window on the cab-facing side, to allow easy
cleaning access to the vehicle
■ Tinted glass throughout
■ Quality locks that are all keyed alike
■ A smooth light grey interior finish

PREMIUM CANOPIES

FLEET CANOPIES

WINDOW OPTIONS

OL Premium Canopies have a curb-side lift up,
and drivers side dual pane sliding, tinted side
windows as standard. Other options available
are dual sliding side windows, or dual lift up
side windows. The front window is a sliding
combination for the user to clean the rear
window of their vehicle cabin and the rear door is
dual curved 3 dimensional frameless glass with a
central handle with slam latches.

OL Fleet Canopies feature the same window
combinations as the Premium range. The Lift
Up Windows are framed with twin handle locks
and the Sliding Windows are a single pane slider
with integrated Fly Screen. The front window is a
sliding combination for cabin cleaning. The rear
door on the Fleet range is a flat framed option
with twin lock handles.

Opposite Lock ABS Canopies are available in
three different window configurations:

Other notable features include a robotically
painted base rail cover strip, No Drill fitment and
a vehicle specific Plug and Play wiring harness to
allow for a quick installation.

OL’s Fleet Canopy range is designed to target the
Fleet and Trades with a more economical option
to the higher ended products in the market. OL’s
unpainted option is also an excellent match for
white Fleet vehicles.

■ Sliding / Lift Up - A sliding window on the
driver’s side and Lift Up window on the
passenger’s side.
■ Dual Lift Up - Lift Up windows on both sides
of the canopy.
■ Dual Sliding - Sliding windows on both
sides of the canopy.
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SMM STEEL CANOPIES
Sammitr , the only company in the world to manufacture pressed steel canopies for pick-up trucks.
These are produced from 0.8mm galvanized sheet steel with EDP
anti-rust treatment and finished using colour matched baked paint
technologies employed by the worlds leading car manufacturers.
The end result is a hardtop that’s as tough as your pickup and
build from the same materials! Our canopies are known for their
strength, durability, safety, style and environmental friendliness.
The Sammitr hardtop is chosen by many of the worlds pickup
manufacturers as their original hardtop.

■ Strong Pressed Steel Shell
■ Colour-Coded Baked Paint System
■ Remote Central Locking Rear Door
■ Roof Rails Static Load Tested to 250kg
■ Durable Epoxy Coated Roof Rails included
■ Fully Lined Interior
■ Automatic Interior Light
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TONNEAUS & HARD LIDS

UTE ACCESSORIES

A stylish way to complete the look of your 4x4 workhorse as well
as a practical solution to secure your tools and equipment.
EGR Auto is the market leader in the design, development and
manufacture of A-class painted Hard Lids.
Manufactured from a tough yet lightweight and highly durable ABS/
Polycarbonate material EGR Auto’s Hard Lids are uniquely styled for
each vehicle.
Available in either a smooth robotically painted colour finish,
unpainted (ready to paint) smooth finish, or in an unpainted
textured finish, EGR’s Hard Lids are fully lockable and feature twin
gas struts for ease of opening and a quick release hinge pin system
that enables the covers to be removed in seconds!
Remote central locking is also available on some units. Visit
Opposite Lock to get the right cover for your Ute.

HARD LIDS

SOFT TONNEAU COVERS

ALLOY TRADE TOPS

Made from a highly durable (yet lightweight)
ABS/polycarbonate material, our Hard Lids are
uniquely styled for each vehicle by our Brisbanebased design team, and are available in both
Painted and Unpainted finishes.

Using Aussie innovation, our Soft Tonneau
Covers maximise style without compromising
function. Their unique No Drill fitting system
uses mounting clamps with interlocking die-cast
aluminium side rails and end caps.

Painted Hard Lids have been painted robotically,
for an A-Class OEM grade finish. Unpainted Hard
Lids arrive in the natural finish of the ABS (gloss
black), ready to be painted.

This keeps the tonneau tight and streamlined,
with no exposed straps or tiedowns – even the
access method is concealed, which is great for
security.

New to the Australian marketplace, Alloy
Trade Tops are the most affordable ute locking
solution. Featuring robust all alloy construction
with a tough, durable checker plate top, Alloy
Trade Tops a cost-effective way to keep your
items protected.

All EGR Hard Lids are fully lockable and feature
twin gas struts for ease of opening. They also
include a clever quick-release hinge pin system
that allows the covers to be attached or removed
in seconds.

They install in approximately half an hour, and
are easily removable.
Durable and tough, they’re made from black
PVC vinyl over woven synthetic mesh. All EGR
covers are UV light tested for quality, and made
in Australia.

They’re available in two finishes: Mill Finish Silver
or Powdercoated Black. A high opening height
gives unrestricted access to the load area, while
twin gas struts and a pull-down handle provide
effortless opening and closing.
Installation is easy, and two keys are included for
he single push lock.
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